TACTICAL
EQUIPMENT

CZ 4M BELT MTB
MODULAR TACTICAL BELT
The Modular Tactical Belt is designed to complement personal equipment and to carry personal gear and
weapons. It also serves as additional protection of the lower parts of the body thanks to an optional ballistic
insert.
The belt consists of several parts, each providing a different function in the belt system. These parts and
functions are then combined with each other as required by the user.
Belt parts:
Shooting belt
The shooting belt is reinforced with PE foam and covered by individual panels with the MOLLE carrying
system, always 2 elements vertically and horizontally. Each element is sewn to the belt only at the top and
bottom and there is always a passage between the belt and the element. On the inside, the belt is covered
with VELCRO segments – loops for attaching the inner belt or ballistic belt.
Inner belt
It consists of a 40 mm strap with VELCRO loops on the entire length. Connecting it with the shooting belt by
means of the connecting segments secures the belt against movement. The belt can be threaded through
conventional belt loops. The inner belt can be worn as a regular belt in trousers.
Connecting segments
Connecting segments are parts of a 40 mm strap, with 10 to 20 cm in length, covered with VELCRO hooks on
both sides. The segments can be easily removed from the belt to prevent them from getting caught on
clothing.

Rescue belt
The rescue belt is made of a 40 mm strap with an adjustable heavy-duty buckle and a heavy-duty drag
handle. It passes just below the MOLLE system of the shooting belt and ensures its secure fastening on the
user’s body. It can be variably threaded under or above the individual MOLLE elements and used to carry, for
example, a thigh pistol holster, etc.

Ballistic belt
The ballistic belt is approximately 2 cm wider than the shooting belt and can be attached via VELCRO hooks
to the inner side of the shooting belt. It can be used with a ballistic insert. If necessary, it can be inserted
between the inner belt and the shooting belt using VELCRO panels.
Carrying straps (optional)
Shoulder straps attach to the loops of the shooting belt and distribute the weight of the whole Modular
Tactical Belt to the hips and shoulders.

Weight

With ballistic - 1.068.g

Material

Size

Colour

Cordura 500 - 1000.

S-M, L-XL,
XXL-XXXL.

Black
FDE
Multicam
Czech Camouflage

Use:
The inner belt is designed for use as a standard belt threaded through trouser belt loops. It keeps the entire
system in one place and prevents the belt from sliding around the user’s body. A fastened inner belt can be
fitted with connecting segments, usually on the back and sides. This creates a platform that can be further
fitted with the shooting belt or shooting belt and ballistic belt. The shooting belt can be fastened by means
of the rescue belt threaded through the elements on the shooting belt. Using the front and back loops,
carrying straps can be attached to the shooting belt, which can be tightened according to the user’s height
and the desired position of the belt. Combining all parts creates a protective belt that protects the user from
firearm-fired projectiles and fragments of explosive devices. Also, magazine pouches and other gear can be
attached. The rescue belt can be used as an emergency abseiling aid thanks to the heavy-duty loop at the
front (not certified as a rescue aid due to the absence of leg straps). The additional carrying straps carry the
weight of the entire system and prevent the belt from sliding downwards on the wearer’s body.

